
PSYC1101 LECTURE NOTES: 

An introduction to learning: The secret of love: 

What is learning? 

• Learning is a process that results in a relatively consistent change in behaviour or 

behaviour potential and is based on experience  

1. A change in behaviour or behaviour potential: 

• Cannot ‘see’ learning per se-inferred from behaviour, not observable   

• Can see the results of learning 

 An improvement in performance (eg. acquire ability to read-can see person 

reading) 

 Acquired general attitudes  

o An appreciation of modern art, an understanding of eastern philosophy  

Learning vs. Performance: 

• Learning in and of itself is difficult to observe  

 However, learning is a factor in performance  

• Performance can be observed and measured  

 Not a perfect correspondence, but the best we have  

2. A relatively consistent change: 

• Consistent over different circumstances  

 Can ride any bicycle  

 Can swim in any water  

• Not necessarily permanent changes  

 Stop practising a skill and performance declines  

• But the skill is much more easily learned the second time, and so change may be 

permanent  

3. A process based on experience: 

• Learning can only take place through experience  

• Experience is taking in information and making responses that affect the environment  

• Learning happens when a response is influenced by the lessons of memory  

 As opposed to being influenced by maturation (fine motor skills of child 

mature but not learned), illness, or brain damage  

Learning: 

• Associative  

• Non-Associative  

Not all behaviours need learning: 

• Reflexes are  

 Adaptive  

 Unlearned-but not invariant (automatic-remove hand from hot surface) 

 Non-associative  

• Habituation and sensitisation  



Orienting responses: 

• Managing Environmental Stimulation  

 There is constantly masses of it 

 What is important-what is not? 

• Habituation  

 Response to stimuli decreases with frequent presentation (eg. mouse responds 

to loud noise, continued noise-still hears noise but no longer responds to it) 

• Sensitisation  

 Response to stimuli increases with frequent presentation  

Habituation I: 

• “a decline in responding to repeated presentations of a stimulus” 

 Busy roads, railways and sleep, air-conditioning turning on and off don’t 

notice the noise until it turns off and vice versa  

• Fits the definition of learning  

• Not merely fatigue  

 Test for dishabituation  

Habituation II: Not Fatigue: 

• Over ten trials, a drop of flavour is placed on the tongue of an observer, and salivation 

is measured  

• On the 11th trial, the flavour changes  

Sensitisation: 

• Increased responsiveness with repeated stimulation  

• Generally, with stronger/important stimuli  

• Generally, relatively short lived  

• Cyclone survivors sometimes sensitised to weather sounds  

Solomon and Corbit (1974): 

• Opponent Process Theory  

a-process:  

b-process (an opponent process):  

A-state and B-state a sum of the 2 processes: 

Opponent Process Theory of Colour Vision: 

• We perceive colour as red or green, blue or yellow  

• After-images appear in complementary colours 

 Eg. red images appear after exposure to green  

• Evidence: thalamic and retinal ganglion cells that respond to red are inhibited by 

green  

• Three types of cones respond to two wavelengths  

 Red-green  

Tracks/match stimulus  

Stimulus triggers the a-

process   

a-process triggers b-process  

stimulus but upside down, 

slower to kick in and slower to 

terminate, in beginning not as 

strong as a-process  


